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Abstract :
The digital and revolutionary age of informatics has spawned a new form

of writing. This form has given rise to other types of literature different from
traditional genres which in turn has led to the emergence of digital literature:
digital novels, digital poetry, digital theatre, and so forth. What is then the
meaning of digital literature, and what is the literary hypertext?

Texts have moved from paper space to digital or electronic space,
adopting a binary digital language; hence the development of a digital feature
that brought into being the so called digital or electronic literature. This literary
text made use of such electronic resources as: links, tow and three dimensional
pictures and differently formed knobs and buttons that turn the digital literary text
into a diversified body, revolting against all types of conventional writings. In a
sense, the text no longer has a determined beginning or end.

There are, moreover, multiple joints and keys that give access to further
open spaces. The text can therefore be simultaneously read, heard and seen,
and can be mingled with different forms of expression. Accordingly,
interconnectedness became its main characteristic, labeling it the hypertext.

In fact, the idea of the hypertext has been around in many traditional
texts, embodied in the footnotes and margins used in manuscripts. Some time
honored Arabic poems have also taken interconnected formulas that take the
form of a tree, a watch or a fish. However, compared with the digital hypertext
which combines the printed words with the related sound, picture and form, such
an interconnection looks quite simplistic.

We are faced with many interpretations as to the Arabic equivalent of the
foreign term “hypertext”. Some linguistic experts prefer transliterating this term,
rather than translating it. By contrast, there are those who tried to employ a
corresponding Arabic term. Their efforts resulted in so many different
interpretations that it is no easy task to list them all here. For example, we find:
the super text, the miscellaneous text, the interconnected text, the networked
text, the web text, the diversified text, the big text, and so on.

Eventually, we can say that a hypertext is any e text published on the
Internet, on CD’s, as an e book, through e mails, etc. It reflects the user’s or the
reader’s free choice of links through which he or she explores the dark depths of
the text  links provided by the galloping modern day technology.
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